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Viral pathogen detection in U.S. 
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The threat posed by emerging infectious diseases is a major concern for 
global public health, animal health and food security, and the role of birds in 
transmission is increasingly under scrutiny. Each year, millions of mass-reared 
game-farm birds are released into the wild, presenting a unique and a poorly 
understood risk to wild and susceptible bird populations, and to human health. In 
particular, the shedding of enteric pathogens through excrement into bodies of 
water at shared migratory stop-over sites, and breeding and wintering grounds, 
could facilitate multi-species long-distance pathogen dispersal and infection of 
high numbers of naive endemic birds annually. The Mallard (Anas platyrhynchos) 
is the most abundant of all duck species, migratory across much of its range, 
and an important game species for pen-rearing and release. Major recent 
population declines along the US Atlantic coast has been attributed to game-
farm and wild mallard interbreeding and the introduction maladaptive traits into 
wild populations. However, pathogen transmission and zoonosis among game-
farms Mallard may also impact these populations, as well as wildlife and human 
health. Here, we screened 16 game-farm Mallard from Wisconsin, United States, 
for enteric viral pathogens using metatranscriptomic data. Four families of viral 
pathogens were identified – Picobirnaviridae (Genogroup I), Caliciviridae (Duck 
Nacovirus), Picornaviridae (Duck Aalivirus) and Sedoreoviridae (Duck Rotavirus 
G). To our knowledge, this is the first report of Aalivirus in the Americas, and 
the first report of Calicivirus outside domestic chicken and turkey flocks in the 
United  States. Our findings highlight the risk of viral pathogen spillover from 
peri-domestically reared game birds to naive wild bird populations.
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Introduction

Emerging infectious diseases are a major threat to global public and animal health (1). 
Since the beginning of the 21st century, there have been a series of severe global disease 
outbreaks primarily caused by zoonotic viral pathogens (2–5). Investigations into the zoonotic 
origins of recent outbreaks have flagged the risks posed by birds, most notably in the 
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transmission of West Nile Virus (WNV) (6, 7) and Highly Pathogenic 
Avian Influenza (HPAI) (8, 9).

Each year, billions of birds undertake seasonal migration, with 
some moving between the high latitudes of the northern and southern 
hemispheres and travelling tens of thousands of kilometers annually. 
Such vagility provides bird pathogens a unique opportunity to 
be  rapidly dispersed across the globe (10). Migratory birds often 
congregate at stopover sites, which offer shelter to rest and feed, and 
the high bird densities and multi-species clustering increases 
opportunities for pathogen transmission (11, 12). The migratory 
routes of birds have played a key role in the global transmission of 
HPAI (13). The arrival of HPAI in North America in 2014, and 2022, 
is attributed to birds using migratory flyways on their way from 
summer breeding grounds in Siberia (14) and northwest Europe (15), 
respectively. The transmission of this virus occurs via the fecal-oral 
route and typically through inhalation of infectious aerosols, or 
contact with contaminated water (16, 17). Predatory and scavenging 
birds can also become infected by consumption of infected prey and/
or carcasses (18, 19). In addition to birds serving as highly mobile 
pathogen reservoirs, they can transport ectoparasites, which may in 
turn serve as vectors of pathogens. Birds can thus also be vehicles for 
the transport of vector-borne pathogens along migratory flyways. 
Studies from Europe and North America indicate migratory birds 
carry exotic ectoparasites, including ticks (20, 21). Studies screening 
these hitch-hiking ticks have confirmed Crimean-Congo hemorrhagic 
fever (CCHF) virus (22–25), and Borrelia (26) and Babesia (27) 
species that can cause disease in many vertebrates, including humans.

In Europe and North America, game birds (e.g., Common 
pheasant [Phasianus colchicus], Quail [Colinus virginianus], Chukar 
partridge [Alectoris chukar], red-legged partridges [Alectoris rufa], 
Mallard [Anas platyrhynchos]) are reared en mass and released into the 
wild to bolster game populations for hunting (28–30). The scale of this 
industry is vast, involving many tens of millions of birds annually. In 
Europe, game-farm Mallard releases are estimated at almost 3 million 
annually and are comparable in size to the continent’s wild mallard 
breeding population (30–33). In North America more than 300 
licensed hunting preserves, located primarily along the Atlantic and 
Mississippi flyways, release almost 300,000 game-farm Mallard 
annually (34). Interbreeding between game-farm and wild Mallard 
populations is believed to have formed a Mallard hybrid swarm in 
North America, resulting in population decline due to the introduction 
of artificially created and maladaptive genes (35, 36). However, 
interactions among game-farm and wild Mallard can also introduce 
emerging and novel pathogens into naive wild bird populations, which 
may also explain population declines. While pathogen transmission 
risks associated with wild and commercial poultry flocks has been well 
documented (37–39), the transmission risk from game-farm birds to 
wild birds, and other vertebrate hosts, including humans, is poorly 
understood (40).

The global scale and magnitude of avian viral outbreaks has the 
potential not only to threaten vulnerable species with extinction (41–43) 
and decimate wild and domestic bird populations (44–46) across the 
globe, but is also known to spill over into terrestrial and marine mammal 
species, offering opportunities for adaptation, new transmission cycles, 
and zoonosis (47). Characterizing viral pathogen diversity particularly 
at avian, human, and environment interfaces is therefore a key element 
to safeguarding global health security. Although the risks and impacts 
of HPAI and WNV have been widely reported, a variety of other, less 

well-characterized viral pathogens also pose a threat to bird populations, 
the food industry, and human health. These include Newcastle Disease 
Virus (NDV), which causes disease in domestic and wild birds (48), and 
Rotavirus (ROV) and Eastern equine encephalitis virus (EEEV), which 
cause disease in both birds (49, 50) and humans (51, 52).

Advances in whole genome sequencing technologies allow new 
opportunities to screen, identify, and characterize viral pathogens. 
Metagenomics and metatranscriptomics allows the full nucleotide 
content of a sample to be sequenced concurrently, thus providing an 
agnostic approach to characterizing the viral community. Here we use 
a metatranscriptomics approach to analyze the viromes of game-farm 
Mallard to expose known and novel pathogens that may pose a risk to 
wild mallard and susceptible wild bird populations and offer a 
potential route for reverse zoonosis in wildlife.

Materials and methods

Sampling and nucleic acid extraction

We sampled the cecal content of 16 fully grown 8-week-old (juvenile) 
female Mallard that were raised in an open-air pond in Wisconsin, 
United States. None of the birds showed signs of ill health. Approximately 
100 mg of cecal content was sampled from each bird immediately after 
euthanasia by CO2 according to the protocol approved by the ACUC of 
the U.S. Geological Survey, National Wildlife Health Center (tracking 
number EP210811). The cecum wall was punctured with a sterile scalpel 
blade and cecal content (two pin-head size drops) was pushed directly 
into a 2 mL screw cap tube pre-filled with 1 mL of DNA/RNA Shield and 
a mix of 0.5 mm and 0.1 mm ultra-high density BashingBeads (Zymo 
Research, Irvine, CA, United States). Samples were stored at 4°C until 
nucleic acid extraction within 30 days of collection. Total RNA from the 
cecal samples was extracted using the ZymoBIOMICS DNA/RNA 
Miniprep Kit (Zymo Research), according to the manufacturer’s 
instructions. The RNA concentration of each sample was then measured 
on a Qubit 4.0 (ThermoFisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, United States) 
using the High-Sensitivity RNA Assay Kit (ThermoFisher Scientific).

Library preparation and sequencing

Samples were prepared for sequencing by depleting ribosomal 
RNA using QIAseq FastSelect -rRNA HMR Kit (QIAGEN, 
Germantown MD) and RNA libraries were then prepared using the 
NEB Ultra II RNA kit (New England Biolabs, Inc., Ipswich, MA, 
United States). All libraries were sequenced simultaneously on an 
Illumina HiSeq 4,000 platform (2 × 150 bp; Illumina, Inc., San Diego, 
CA, United  States). Library preparation and sequencing was 
performed by GeneWiz/Azenta Life Sciences (South Plainfield, NJ, 
United  States). The number of pair-ended reads obtained from 
individual samples ranged from 49,218,452 to 74,399,926 [median 
60,564,664].

Data analysis

Demultiplexed raw Illumina data were first adaptor trimmed and 
quality filtered using fastp v0.23.3 (−-qualified_quality_phred = 15; 
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−-unqualified_percent_limit = 40) (53, 54). Following this step, host 
genome reads were removed from the dataset using KneadData 
v0.12.01 and the Mallard reference assembly.2 The bowtie alignment 
option within KneadData was set to “--very-sensitive-local” (i.e., -D 
20; -R 3; -N 0; -L 20; -i S,1,0.50).

The cleaned data was then de-novo assembled using MEGAHIT 
v1.2.9 and its “basic usage” setting for paired end libraries (55). De 
novo assembled contigs were then aligned to the National Center for 
Biotechnology Information (NCBI) protein non-redundant (nr) 
database (http://ftp.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/blast/db/FASTA/nr.gz; accessed 
April 5 2023) using Diamond (−-long-reads; −-evalue 1e-9) (56, 57) 
and taxonomically binned using Megan v6.24.20 (−-minSupport 1; 

1 https://github.com/biobakery/kneaddata

2 https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/datasets/genome/GCF_015476345.1/

−-minPercentIdentity 70; −-maxExpected 1.0E-9; −-lcaAlgorithm 
longReads; −-lcaCoveragePercent 51; −-longReads) (58, 59). Contigs 
classified as viruses of potential pathogenic importance (vertebrate 
pathogens) based on a review of the literature were then exported 
from Megan. Putative Open Reading Frames (ORFs) and amino acid 
sequences were predicted using ORF finder.3 ORFs were then aligned 
with close and/or congeneric relatives, as described in the International 
Committee on Taxonomy of Viruses (ICTV) report chapters,4 using 
Muscle implemented in SeaView v5.0.4 (60). The removal of spurious 
and/or poorly aligned regions from the multiple sequence alignment 
was achieved using trimAl v1.4 (61) and its automated heuristic 
approach (option-automated1).

Maximum likelihood phylogenetic analysis was performed in 
IQ-TREE 2 v2.2.0 (62) with 1,000 replicates. Optimal model selection 
was performed using the -m MFP option, and the models were 
restricted to those designed for viruses using the -msub viral option. 
The resulting consensus trees contain UFBoot support values, which 
are more unbiased than standard nonparametric bootstrap values, and 
support for a clade considered at ≥95%.

Screening for recombination among virus genomes was 
performed through algorithms implemented in the RDP4 software 
using the seven primary algorithms available (RDP, GENECONV, 
BOOTSCAN/RECSCAN, MAXCHI, Chimaera, 3SEQ and 
SISCAN) (63).

Results

A variety of viruses were detected in the metatranscriptomic data 
from these Mallard gut samples (Table 1). None of the viruses detected 
displayed a signal of recombination in a majority of the seven default 
RDP4 tests.

Picobirnaviruses

Two de novo assembled contigs from sample PI202115 were 
classified as Picobirnavirus in Diamond-Megan analysis. They were 
from the two linear dsRNA Picobirnavirus segments (dsRNA1 and 
dsRNA2). The contig from the dsRNA1 segment (1,375 base pairs) 
represented the viral capsid protein (ORF3), which was 457 amino 
acids in length. Although the phylogenetic signal from the viral capsid 
protein was poor, based on the lack of branch support 
(Supplementary Figure S1), the PI202115 sequence clustered (UFBoot 
support: 100%) with chicken picobirnavirus from Brazil (Genbank 
Acc. AXL64599), at 91.98% identity.

The contig from the dsRNA2 segment (1,669 base pairs; Genbank 
Acc. OR820937) represented the viral RNA-dependent RNA 
polymerase (RdRp) and was 529 amino acids in length. The sequence 
contains the seven conserved core polymerase domain motifs of 
picobirnaviruses (64). Phylogenetic analysis of the RdRP region 
showed that the PI202115 sequence clustered (UFBoot support: 95%) 
with a pig picobirnavirus (UAW00636), within the Genogroup I clade 

3 https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/orffinder

4 https://ictv.global/report

TABLE 1 Summary of metatranscriptomic data and viral pathogen 
detection from the cecum of 16 captive Mallard from Wisconsin, 
United States (Bioproject: PRJNA1045981).

Sample ID SRA Acc. Pathogen 
[Genbank Acc.]

PI202111 SRR26965775 None

PI202112 SRR26965774

Duck Calicivirus 

(Nacovirus) [PP472417]

Duck Rotavirus G 

[PP558645]

PI202113 SRR26965767 None

PI202114 SRR26965766
Duck Aalivirus A 

[PP590634]

PI202115 SRR26965765

Picobirnavirus 

(Genogroup I) 

[OR820937, PP512782]

PI202116 SRR26965764

Duck Calicivirus 

(Nacovirus) [OR837086, 

PP512780, PP512781]

PI202117 SRR26965763 None

PI202118 SRR26965762 None

PI202119 SRR26965761
Duck Aalivirus A 

[OR769080]

PI202120 SRR26965760 None

PI202121 SRR26965773
Duck Aalivirus A 

[OR769079]

PI202122 SRR26965772 None

PI202123 SRR26965771 None

PI202124 SRR26965770

Duck Rotavirus G 

[OR820938, PP558642, 

PP558644, PP558646, 

PP590633]

PI202125 SRR26965769 None

PI202126 SRR26965768
Duck Rotavirus G 

[PP558643]
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(UFBoot support: 100%), which can be resolved from the Genogroup 
II (UFBoot support: 100%) and Genogroup III (UFBoot support: 
100%) found in the Picobirnaviridae tree (Figure 1), as described in 
the ICTV Report on Picobirnaviridae (65). The picobinavirus RdRp 
region from PI202115 shared 80.64% identity (based on amino acid 
sequence) with the pig picobirnavirus (UAW00636).

Caliciviruses

Taxonomic binning of the de novo assembled contigs found one 
(2,560 bp) and six (1,020–5,850 bp) contigs with Calicivirus (CV) 
and descendant taxa classifications from samples PI202112 and 
PI202116, respectively. Although the contigs did not represent the 
complete genome, the genome’s two open reading frames (ORF1 
and ORF2) were detected in sample PI202116, whereas only ORF1 
was identified from sample PI202112. Although coverage was 

complete for ORF2, individual contig coverage did not exceed 70% 
for ORF1.

Only a single contig, from PI202116 (Genbank Acc. OR837086), 
overlapped with the complete major capsid protein (VP1) amino acid 
sequence of ORF1, which was the region recommended for CV genus 
demarcation and species resolution by the ICTV. Phylogenetic analysis 
of VP1 showed the PI202116 contig belonged to the Nacovirus group 
of CVs, which are typically associated with avian species (Figure 2). 
The contig was a sister (UFBoot support: 100%) to the nacovirus 
detected in a Mallard from Canada (Genbank Acc. MN175552), with 
which it shared 95.58% identity (based on amino acid sequence). This 
sister pair formed a clade (UFBoot support: 100%) with an additional 
nacovirus detected in an American black duck, Anas rubripes, from 
Canada (Genbank Acc. MN175556).

When the full ORF1 region was analyzed, the contigs from 
PI202112 and PI202116 overlapping this region were found within 
the nacovirus group, but within distinct clades. Although 
nacovirus from PI202116 remained within a clade formed by the 

FIGURE 1

Maximum likelihood (extended majority-rule consensus) tree of the family Picobirnaviridae using the RdRP region. Red circles indicate branches with 
UFBoot support greater than 95%. Picobirnavirus from sample PI202115 (Genbank Acc. OR820937) is highlighted in boldface.
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FIGURE 2

Maximum likelihood (extended majority-rule consensus) tree of the family Caliciviridae using the VP1 region. Red circles indicated branches are 
supported at greater than 95% (UFBoot support). Calicivirus from sample PI202116 (Genbank Acc. OR837086) is highlighted in boldface.
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nacovirus from Mallard and American black duck, the nacovirus 
from PI202112 is most closely associated with one identified in a 
“Dabbling Duck” from Australia (Genbank Acc. AXF38657), at 
87.37% amino acid base identity (Supplementary Figure S2). 
These two sequences formed a sister relationship with a Hortobagy 
goose calicivirus (Genbank Acc. ARM65436), which has 
previously been proposed as a new CV genus, denoted “Sanovirus” 
(66). Analysis of the minor structural protein (VP2 located in 
ORF2) found little phylogenetic signal with a poorly 
supported tree.

Aaliviruses

Taxonomic binning of the de-novo assemblies resulted in one 
(1,073 bp), five (1,195–3,105 bp) and three (1,229–3,198 bp) contigs 
with Aalivirus (Pacific black duck [Anas superciliosa] Aalivirus 
A/Aalivirus A) consensus classifications for samples PI202114, 
PI202119 and PI202121, respectively. The genome of Aalivirus is 
organized into viral structural proteins (P1) and non-structural 
proteins (P2 and P3). Contigs from all three proteins were detected in 
the data, with P1 found in sample PI202114 and PI202121, and P2 and 
P3 found in PI202119 and PI202121. All four canonical cleavage sites 
(DxExNPG|P) described for the P2 protein (2A region) in Aalivirus 
(67) were detected in contigs. Characteristic motifs conserved in 
picornaviruses were detected in helicase, from the P2 protein 
(GEPGSGKS and DDLGQ), and in cysteine protease (GSCG) and 
RdRp (KDELR, DFKKFD, GGMCSGSPCTTVLNNT and FLKR) 
from the P3 protein.

Phylogenetic analysis of the RdRp region in P3 showed that 
contigs from samples PI202119 (Genbank Acc. OR769080) and 
PI202121 (Genbank Acc. OR769079) clustered together (Figure 3), 
and these formed a sister relationship with the Duck aalivirus A found 
in a domestic Mallard from China (Genbank Acc. YP_009026377). 
These PI202119 and PI202121 contigs had percent identities (based 
on amino acid sequence) of 98.99 and 98.78% with Duck aalivirus A 
(Genbank Acc. YP_009026377), respectively. Phylogenetic analysis of 
the Aalivirus from sample PI202114 using a P1 region sequence 
alignment (not shown) placed it as a sister to Duck aalivirus A from 
Australia (Genbank Acc. QMI57977). Analysis of helicase and 
peptidase C3, regions previously used for the phylogenetic analysis of 
the aalivirus group (67), found little phylogenetic signal, with poorly 
supported trees.

Rotavirus G

Taxonomic binning of contigs resulted in two (1,266–1,589 bp), 
seven (1,022–3,507 bp) and one (1,345 bp) contigs with Rotavirus G 
(Rotavirus G and Pacific black duck Rotavirus G) consensus 
classifications for samples PI202112, PI202124, and PI202126, 
respectively. The Rotavirus G genome is organized into 11 linear 
dsRNA segments and contigs from seven of these segments (Segments 
1 to 7) were detected among the samples analyzed. Three conserved 
VP1 protein motifs characteristic of rotaviruses (ANKIILYT 
DVSQWDAS, LKIRYHGVASGEKTTKIGNSYANVALI, and 
LRVDGDDNVIT) (68, 69) were identified from segment 1 in sample 

PI202124. An additional conserved rotavirus motif from the VP3 
protein in segment 3 (ALYSISN) was also found in sample PI202124.

In accordance with the criteria for genus demarcation and 
species demarcation by the ICTV, we aligned our data with all known 
species of Rotavirus (Rotavirus A–D, F–J) at the inner capsid protein 
(VP6) region of segment 6. Only sample PI202124 had Rotavirus G 
contigs overlapping this region. The Rotavirus G from PI202124 
(Genbank Acc. OR820938) was most closely related to Pacific black 
duck Rotavirus G (Genbank Acc. QQD36994) and Mallard Rotavirus 
G (Genbank Acc. UAJ21473) identified from Australia (Figure 4) 
with 100 and 99.75% identity (based on amino acid sequence), 
respectively.

Although phylogenetic branch support was poor in Segments 5 
(Sample PI202124) and 7 (Samples PI202112 and PI202124) contigs, 
the remaining Segments 1 to 4 contigs from samples PI202112, 
PI202124, and PI202126 were placed in sister positions with either 
Pacific black duck Rotavirus G or Mallard Rotavirus G from Australia 
(Supplementary Figure S3).

Discussion

Birds are among the most vagile of vertebrates and have the 
capacity to transport a range of viral pathogens that pose a risk to 
other wild birds, commercial poultry, wildlife, domestic animals, and 
human health. Viral pathogens that can be  transmitted through 
enteric routes are of considerable risk to commercial poultry flocks 
and global food supply chains, and the potential risks of zoonosis, 
most notably in relation to HPAI in recent years, are of major public 
health concern (70). Characterizing the viral diversity present in 
migratory birds is thus an essential component of a viral pathogen 
surveillance, diagnostic, and early warning system (10). Here we have 
characterized viral pathogens present in the enteric system (cecum) 
of a group of Mallard captive-raised for release during hunting season. 
Mallard is the most abundant of all duck species and one that is highly 
migratory across much of its range with a potential to move between 
continents (71). We detected four families of viral pathogens in our 
dataset  - Picobirnaviridae (Genogroup I), Caliciviridae (duck 
Nacovirus), Picornaviridae (duck Aalivirus) and Sedoreoviridae (duck 
Rotavirus G).

The first group of viruses detected from our study group belong 
to the genus Aalivirus from the family Picornaviridae. To our 
knowledge, this is the first record of aalivirus in the Americas, with 
records from only Australia (72), China (67), and Iran (73). This genus 
comprises linear, positive sense, unsegmented ssRNA genomes 
(~9,000 bp), which are made up of a polyprotein divided into three 
functional regions, P1, P2, and P3. The first aalivirus was detected in 
diseased domestic Mallard from China in 2014 (67). These were found 
to be most closely related to duck hepatitis A virus from the genus 
Avihepatovirus, which causes high mortality among young ducks and 
is of considerable importance to the poultry industry (74). Work on 
Aalivirus since its discovery has failed to establish effective culturing 
methods, and the epidemiology of aalivirus remains largely unknown. 
In the current study, the aaliviruses detected were most closely related 
to the original duck aalivirus first described in China (67) and one 
subsequently identified from Australia (75). Further agnostic 
sequencing of the enteric systems of potential host species across 
broad geographical ranges could substantially contribute to novel 
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Aalivirus discovery, characterizing phylogenomic relationships, and 
better understanding this viruses phylodynamics.

The second group detected is from the family Caliciviridae. This 
is a family of viruses comprising linear, positive sense, unsegmented 
ssRNA genomes (6,400–8,500 bp), and consist of a major capsid 
protein, VP1, a minor structural protein, VP2, and VPg. Caliciviruses 
have been detected in a wide variety of animals, where they are 
associated with veterinary diseases, such as gastroenteritis, respiratory 
illnesses, and hemorrhagic fever (76–79). They are believed to 
be spread primarily by the fecal-oral route (80). In humans, they are 
among the most important causes of non-bacterial gastroenteritis 
outbreaks and epidemics (81–83). They are routinely detected in birds 
but, without reliable virus isolation, their epidemiology remains 
poorly known. The caliciviruses detected in our study group belonged 
to the genus Nacovirus, which is one of the 11 recognized genera 
within the family Caliciviridae, and whose genome is comprised of 
two open reading frames (ORF1 And ORF2). The nacovirus that was 
detected in PI202116 and could be characterized according to ICTV 
criteria (the VP1 amino acid sequence of ORF1) was found to 
be closely related to a duck nacovirus detected in a Mallard from 
Canada (84). Although calicivirus has been detected in a variety of 
wild waterfowl in Canada (84, 85) and from domestic poultry in the 
United States (86), to our knowledge this is the first time this virus has 
been reported outside domestic chicken and turkey flocks in the 
United States. Further characterization of calicivirus diversity extant 
in wild bird populations from North America could enhance our 
understanding of the potential for transmission between wild, captive 
reared and domestic birds.

The third group of viruses detected belong to the family 
Picobirnaviridae. This family of viruses comprises bi-segmented 

dsRNA genomes (4,100–4,600 bp total length). The longer of the two 
segments, dsRNA1, comprises three open reading frames, whereas the 
smaller segment, dsRNA2, encodes a viral RNA-dependent RNA 
polymerase (RdRp). Picobirnaviruses (PBVs) are widespread in 
animal gastrointestinal tracts and feces but the potential link between 
PBV and gastroenteritis in mammals remains controversial (87). 
Although information is scant, there is some evidence for inter-species 
transmission and zoonoses (88–90). Currently, only three species have 
been delimited by the ICTV – Genogroups I, II and III - based on host 
specificity and the strong sequence divergence of their capsid proteins. 
The PBV detected in the current study (found in sample PI202115) 
and characterized by ICTV criteria belonged to the Genogroup I. It 
was found to be most closely related to a Genogroup I metagenome 
assembled genome (MAG) detected in a pig from North Carolina, 
United States (91). Given the enteric nature of PBVs, there is elevated 
risk of transmission among birds and other animals at water bodies 
utilized by resident and migratory birds.

The final group of viruses detected belong to the genus Rotavirus 
(RV) from the family Sedoreoviridae. This genus comprises double-
stranded RNA genomes with 11 segments (700 bp to 3,200 bp) 
contained within a non-enveloped, triple-layered capsid. These 
segments encompass structural proteins, including VP1, VP2, VP3, 
VP4, VP6, and VP7, and non-structural proteins, including NSP1, 
NSP2, NSP3, NSP4, NSP5, and NSP6. The genus is currently divided 
into nine species - rotavirus A–D and F–J – which are major causes of 
gastroenteritis in a wide variety of animals. In humans, RV infection 
is the most common cause of acute gastroenteritis worldwide, with the 
species responsible primarily identified as rotavirus A–C (92). The 
species Rotavirus D (93), F, and G (94) have only ever been detected 
in avian species. Avian rotavirus (AvRV) infection is most often 

FIGURE 3

Maximum likelihood (extended majority-rule consensus) tree of the Genus Aalivirus and its closest relatives using the RdRp region. Red circles 
indicated branches are supported at greater than 95% (UFBoot support). Aaliviruses from samples PI202119 (Genbank Acc. OR769080) and PI202121 
(Genbank Acc. OR769079) are highlighted in bold.
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encountered among young birds (1–2 weeks (50)) and prevalence of 
up to 85% have been found among some poultry flocks (95). Despite 
such high prevalence, AvRV vaccines remain unavailable. The mode 
of RV transmission is primarily via the fecal-oral route, and an 
important source of infection is contaminated water (96, 97). 
Although RV zoonotic risk is considered low, the frequency of 
reassortment among RVs may facilitate viral novelty and opportunities 
for major evolutionary changes that are required for successful 

zoonotic transmission. Such zoonotic transmission may have a variety 
of animal origins (98, 99). In the current study, taxonomic 
classification of the de novo assemblies revealed the presence of the 
bird-specific rotavirus G species. Characterization according to ICTV 
species demarcation found the rotavirus G species present was the 
same species as that found in Mallard and Pacific black duck from 
Australia (72). These hosts are closely related migratory species and 
have the potential to transport rotavirus along migratory routes and 

FIGURE 4

Maximum likelihood (extended majority-rule consensus) tree of the Genus Rotavirus using the VP6 region. Red circles indicated branches are 
supported at greater than 95% (UFBoot support). Calicivirus from sample PI202124 (Genbank Acc. OR820938) is highlighted in bold.
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may be an important source of transmission, as has been proposed in 
other migratory waterfowl (100).

Each of the enteric viral pathogens detected in this study may 
be shed at high concentrations in feces, leading to the contamination of 
large water bodies utilized by waterfowl and a great variety of birds and 
other animals, including humans, sharing these water resources. Surface 
water has been shown to be  a highly important medium for the 
transmission of viruses, including HPAI (101). The viral pathogens 
detected in this study are therefore potentially important candidates for 
water-borne disease outbreaks in wildlife, domestic animals, and 
humans. Although pathogen transmission between wildlife and 
commercial poultry is well documented (37–39), the transmission risk 
of pathogens from captive-bred game birds and wildlife remains poorly 
understood. Commercial farms each typically produce between 20,000 
to 300,000 game birds annually, where individuals are initially housed in 
indoor brooder houses before acclimation to the outdoors after 
1–2 months (28). Such high host density present can facilitate pathogen 
transmission and increase disease susceptibility among the captive-bred 
flock. The release of these flocks onto private and public lands where they 
mix with wild conspecifics and other wildlife may therefore represent an 
important source for viral transmission between wildlife, domestic 
animals, and humans (102, 103). It is proposed that the pervasive 
interbreeding of game-farm and wild Mallard in North America east (35, 
104) has led to the introduction of maladaptive traits, which has been an 
important factor in recent population decline (35, 36). Findings from the 
current study propose pathogen spillover from game-farm Mallard as 
another possible contributing factor in recent population declines. 
Additionally, the Mallard is the most closely related extant species to, and 
possibly the common ancestor of, domestic ducks (105), thus making the 
interface between wildlife and domestic birds highly permeable and 
increasing the risks of viral spillover and spillback.

Understanding the epidemiology and etiology of game-farm 
pathogens first requires establishing systems of surveillance to quantify 
pathogen prevalence, characterize diversity, elucidate evolutionary 
relationships and phylodynamics and, in the absence of effective 
culturing approaches, proposing etiological hypotheses by investigating 
relationships between pathology and infection prevalence. Increasing 
efforts to screen game-farm flocks prior to release and redoubling 
efforts to characterize game-farm and wild bird viromes using agnostic 
sequencing approaches could help elucidate the pathogen transmission 
dynamics between game-farm and wild birds and reveal spillover 
events and may provide a means to control the release of infectious 
game-farm birds. In our study, despite sampling Mallard from only a 
single age cohort, season, and game-farm, we find a rich and important 
diversity of viruses. This preliminary data therefore provides a strong 
impetus for us to further sample game-farm and wild Mallard to test 
our hypothesis of spillover between game-farm and wild populations 
and better characterize viral diversity within these populations. 
Enhancing and increasing monitoring of enteric viral pathogens in 
water bodies near release sites, and at important stopover sites, and 
breeding/wintering grounds, could strengthen our ability to track 
emerging pathogens, identify potential hotspots and better understand 
their epidemiology. Agnostic sequencing approaches offer a valuable 
opportunity surveil a rich diversity of viruses in these water bodies, but 
further testing and optimization could aid in understanding the 
sensitivity of these sequencing approaches to presumably lower viral 
concentrations present in this medium. These approaches possess the 
means to establish a baseline for viral pathogen prevalence, diversity, 

and dynamics at important interfaces and among globally important 
bird populations and could be used to develop an early warning system 
for outbreaks of water-borne disease of avian origin. Such information 
could be  utilized by One Health networks, which focus on the 
relationships between animal, human, and environmental health where 
outbreaks of emerging and neglected diseases can occur, to better 
develop strategies to detect, characterize and mitigate potentially 
pandemic pathogens.
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